TENDER 350-2020

PROVISION OF FUEL DELIVERY FOR THE BRADY ROAD RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FACILITY

APPENDIX A
DELIVERY LOCATIONS
Landfill – Dyed Diesel (800L daily)
3734683 Caterpillar D8T Landfill Tractor Crawler
4031202 Caterpillar 836H Compactor
4038203 Caterpillar 836K Compactor

Compost – Dyed Diesel (300L daily)
5284999 Vermeer CT820 Compost Turner
7154901 McCloskey 628RE Conveyor & Screener

Compost – Dyed Diesel (400L daily)
3568901 Doosan DL350-5 Wheeled Loader
3544902 Case IH 621F Wheeled Loader
New Rental Loader
Heating Fuel for shop

4R Depot/Recycling – Clear Diesel (150L daily)
2905280 Western Star 4700SB Tandem (clear)
2905281 Western Star 4700SB Tandem (clear)
2907285 Western Star 4700SB Tandem (clear)
3416991 Bobcat S750 Skid Steer Loader
2908802 Freightliner M2 Tandem (clear)